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Chapter 3. Musical Rhythms 
Glen Bull, Jo Watts, and Rachel Gibson 

 
A drum track establishes the rhythm or beat for the music. For that reason, the drummer is often a key 
member of a band, establishing the tempo or rhythm that other musicians follow. A rotating object offers 
mechanical way of creating a pattern that repeats.  
 

 
 
The San Francisco Exploratorium collaborated with the Lifelong Kindergarten group at M.I.T. to create a 
series of mechanical sound machines that could be programmed to produce repeating patterns in this way.  
A digital version of these rotating machines can be created in TuneScope. 
 
Topic 3.1 Creating a Play Drum Block 

In the previous chapter, sampled snare drum and bass drum sounds were played using the Play 
Sound block. These sampled sounds are reused in this chapter to create a Play Drum block.  
 
  

 
 
The Play Drum block uses the Play Sound block, found under the Snap! Sound palette to play a 
sampled drum sound. The ability to record and play a sampled sound was introduced in Chapter 1.  
 

  
  
This capability has been used to import two sampled drum sounds, a snare drum and a bass drum, into 
Snap!. 
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The Play Sound block can be used to play sampled sounds that have been imported into Snap! In 
the example below, it is being used to play sampled snare drum sound.  
 

  
 
The Play Sound block can be combined with a block from the TuneScope music library. The 
TuneScope music library was introduced in the previous chapter. After the TuneScope library 
(accessed through the Library option under the Snap! file menu) is imported, this library of music 
extensions is found under a new palette titled Music. The Rest for Note Duration block can be 
combined with the Play Sound block to cause Snap! to wait for a specified number of beats before 
continuing to the next command. 
 

  
 
These two blocks can them be used to create a new block, Play Drum. The inputs Type and 
Duration are dragged into the input slots for Play Sound and Rest for Note Duration. 
 

  
 

A drum rhythm can be created by using a Repeat block to create alternating snare drum and bass 
drum hits. Note that the inputs to Play Drum must be typed exactly or the block will not work. For 
example, if the sound is named “Snare” (with a capital “S”) but entered into the input as “snare” (with 
a lowercase “s”), nothing will happen. (Inputs for the duration can include Whole, Half, Quarter, 
Eighth, and Sixteenth). 

 

  
 
The capability for creation of drum patterns can be used to create a display for visualizing rhythms 
graphically.  
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Topic 3.2 Visualizing Drum Patterns 

The circle below can be visualized as the face of a clock. As the second Ahand sweeps around the 
circle, it plays a bass drum each time it strikes a blue dot and plays a snare drum sound each time it 
strikes a green dot.  

 
 
 
In music with a 4/4 time signature (i.e., four beats per measure) the drum sounds generated by the 
blue dots occur in time with notes that have the stronger emphasis in the music. That is, the first and 
third beats are accented.  
 
In the previous chapter, a line that rotates around a circle was created. This line and circle are 
repurposed in this chapter to create a circular drum machine. The rotation of the line is accomplished 
by placing a Turn block inside a Forever loop. 
 

  
 
The Point in Direction block can be used to precisely position the line in a specified direction. 
Another sprite, such as the blue dot shown in the earlier illustration, can then be placed on the tip of 
the line. The code for the Blue Dot sprite plays a snare drum sound when it is touching the line.  

 

  
 
The size of the blue dot can be increased slightly while the drum sound is playing to provide visual as 
well as auditory feedback. 
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A circle drawn through the dots can reinforce the concept of repeating circular motion. The circle 
does not affect sound production; rather, it is added as a visual aid. The blue sprites have been placed 
at 0 and 180 degrees in the illustration below and the green dots have been placed at 90 and 270 
degrees. This placement produces the common four-beat drum pattern. 
 

  
 
As the line sweeps around the circle, the specified drum sound will play as it touches each dot. 

 
 
Exploration 3.2 Visualizing Drum Patterns 

Continue to visualize patterns by adding additional circles. Try adding a larger circle that 
encapsulates the current one. Make the line longer so it reaches the new circle and plot more 
colored dots onto it, with each corresponding to a different drum sound.  
 

Topic 3.3 Exploring Drum Patterns with Circles 

In music with a 4/4 time signature, the first beat of each measure usually coincides with the strongest 
accent in the melody. Therefore, a chord change often occurs at this point. Some genres, such as 
dance hall, reggae, and ska, reverse this pattern. 
 
Within a rhythmic pattern, shifting the regular accents associated with the pattern is called 
“syncopation.” Syncopated music can disrupt the listeners expectations and create a pleasing 
sensation when the rhythm resolves to its original pattern.  This technique spread in America from 
gospel choirs, eventually finding its way into rock and roll, rockabilly, and funk.  
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The colored disks can be moved around the larger circle to create a variety of drum patterns. More 
circles can be added to make increasingly complex patterns that explore rhythms from around the 
world. 
 
In this example, there are three different colored dots, each with a corresponding instrument. This 
visualization is a rhythm often found in Greek Hasapiko music.  
 

 
 
This visualization is a Cuban cinquillo rhythm. Note that while most of the drums fall on the beat or 
off-beat, there are two that fall between beats. 
 

  
This visualization displays a rhythm that is often found in traditional Persian music. This rhythm is 
played in 6/8 time.  In 6/8 time, there are six eighth notes per measure.  This allows the rhythm to be 
divided into both two and three beats.   
 

 
 

Exploration 3.3 Exploring Drum Patterns with the Rhythm Visualizer 

Implement the different rhythms shown above. After watching John Varney’s TED Ed Talk, pick 
out a few more rhythms from the video to implement, hear, and explore. Try to find other rhythms 
from around the world to try out on the musical circle.   
 

Topic 3.4 Creating a Drum Track 

Many professional musicians and DJs use drum machines to build drum tracks. A drum machine is 
sometimes known as a drum sequencer. One type of interface for a drum machine resembles the 
illustration below.  
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There are two rows of 16 squares. This particular drum machine is set to sixteenth notes, so there are 
16 possible beats to be played. The top of the grid indicates where the quarter notes land within the 
measure. Drum machines are set up in a linear way, which means that it reads the grid from left to 
right. 

 

  
 

To play the kick drum on each quarter note the squares at the first, second, third, and fourth quarter 
note location are turned on. This is shown in the example below. In this example, the kick drum plays 
on the first, second, third, and fourth quarter note of a measure. 

 

  
 

The following example illustrates a simple blues rhythm in which the kick drum is played on the first 
and third quarter notes, while the snare drum is played on the second and fourth quarter notes. 

 

  
 

This is one of the most basic, yet foundational rhythms that nearly all other blues and rock rhythms 
are constructed from. In the topics that follow, a similar interface for a drum machine will be 
constructed using TuneScope music blocks in Snap!.  
 
To simplify construction, a drum track with only four rather than sixteen slots is created in the 
example that follows. However, once the foundational principles are understood, a drum machine of 
any type or design can be constructed. In the block shown below, each of the four slots represents a 
quarter note. An “X” is placed in the slots where a drum beat will occur. 
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This list is supplied as an input to the Drum reporter block. Options allow the type of drum (Snare) 
and the duration (quarter note) to be selected. In addition, the number of times that the pattern is 
repeated can be selected. 

 

  
 
If there is an additional music track for another instrument, such as a piano or guitar, a looping option 
can be selected that causes the drum pattern to repeat until the melody is completed. Other types of 
music tracks will be described in subsequent chapters. In addition to the options on the dropdown 
menu, a number can be manually typed into the times input slot.  

 
The Play Tracks block can then be used to play the various drum tracks that have been constructed, 
in much the same way that a drum machine is used to construct similar patterns. 
 

  
 
As noted above, the Play Tracks block can also be used to play tracks with other instruments such 
as piano tracks and guitar tracks (described in subsequent chapters). 
 
Exploration 3.4 Creating Parallel Drum Tracks  

Create a Play Tracks sequence that combines at least two drum patterns. 

 

Topic 3.5 Musical Measures 

Music consists of a series of notes played over a period of time. On a musical staff, the vertical axis 
represents pitch and the horizontal axis represents time. In this notation, notes are grouped together in 
measures. One measure consists of the notes between two vertical bars.  
 

  
 
The number of notes in a measure is determined by the time signature. A time signature is written in 
the form of two numbers stacked on top of each other:  ସ

ସ
, ଷ
ସ
, etc.  (pronounced “four four.” “three 

four”, etc.). The first number specifies the number of beats in a measure and the second number 
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indicates the duration of the note that is counted as a beat. For example, a 4/4 time signature indicates 
that there are four beats per measure and that each beat is a quarter note. 
 
Consequently, one measure in 4/4 time must equal a whole note. This can be satisfied by any 
combination of the following: 
 
 8 eighth notes 
 4 quarter notes 
 2 half notes  
 1 whole note 
 
The Drum Pattern block can be used to represent four quarter notes in this manner. 
 

  
 
An “x” in a checkbox indicates that the drum is struck.  An empty checkbox indicates that there is a 
wait.  (A wait in which an instrument is silent is known as a rest in musical terms.)  
 
Similarly, eight eighth notes could be represented in this manner.  
 

  
 
A pattern created in this manner can be placed in a Drum block that specifies the length of each note 
(quarter note in the example below) and the number of times that the pattern is repeated. 
 

  
 
One option in the dropdown menu is to have the drum pattern loop indefinitely. 
 

  
 
The drum pattern can be then played using the Play Tracks block. (Note: the first time this 
command is run, there will be an initial delay of several seconds while TuneScope’s drum samples 
are loaded into Snap! 
 

  
 
In this example, the snare drum and the bass drum are alternating. 
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The beat established by the drum track enables the other members of the band to play in time so that 
the notes played by the various instruments are aligned. 

 
Tempo is the other major factor that controls timing. Tempo is expressed in beats per minute. For 
example, a tempo of 60 beats per minute is equivalent to one beat per second.  In Snap!, the tempo is 
controlled by the Set Tempo block (found under the Sound palette).  
 

  
  
Topic 3.6 Exploring Rhythms across Cultures 

The pattern of Bass Drum – Snare – Bass Drum – Snare is one of the most basic drum patterns 
novices learn. This pattern forms the foundation for other more advanced patterns. Try doubling a 
drum beat using eighth notes instead of quarter notes. Try shifting a beat slightly or leaving it out 
completely. How does this change the feel of the rhythm? How does the experience of creating 
patterns with a linear drum track differ from the experience of creating a circular drum pattern? 

 
Drum tracks can be used to explore rhythms from different genres of music, such as the Cuban 
cinquillo drum pattern and Persian drum pattern described above. Try exploring drum patterns from 
other cultures and create variants that you develop. Once you have created a basic pattern with two 
drum tracks, try adding a cymbal or a hi-hat as a third track. Cymbals and hi-hats are often used to 
provide additional ornamentation to a drum pattern. Explore placement at different places in the 
pattern to see what sounds best. 
 

Exploration 3.6 Exploring Rhythms across Cultures  

Construct and play the rhythms described above. Then identify other rhythms from around the 
world and create drum tracks to play them. 
 

 
 

 


